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1. Give a ∆- omplex stru tures with 2 triangles to the Mobius band and to the
proje tive plane, a ording to the pi ture below. Remember to spe ify the
ordering of the verti es and he k that the requirements of the denition are
satised! a
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2. Suppose K is a ∆- omplex and σ is an n-simplex of K .
Show that the restri tion of the hara teristi mapping fσ | int ∆n to the interior of ∆n is a homeomorphism to its image and |K| is a disjoint union of
the sets {fσ (int ∆n )} (meaning that two sets are either the same or disjoint).
Prove that the topology of |K| is o-indu ed by the set of hara hteristi
mappings {fσ }σ∈K .
3. Suppose in an ordered triangle [v0 , v1 , v2 ] i.e. 2-simplex you identify two fa es
[v0 , v1 ] and [v1 , v2 ] (preserving the ordering, as usual). What familiar spa e is
this quotient spa e homeomorphi with? (Hint: ut the triangle in half, as the
pi ture indi ates, making it a simpli ial omplex made up by two triangles,
then do the identi ation, then glue triangles ba k. Drawing pi tures might
help! Remember to keep the tra k of the ordering.)the pi ture and more
exer ises on the next page!
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What if we identify sides [v0 , v1 ] and [v0 , v2 ] instead?
4. Suppose X is a quotient spa e of the ylinder S 1 × I , with identi ations
(x, 0) ∼ (−x, 0), x ∈ S 1 .
a) Dene a ∆- omplex stru ture on X . (Hint: start with a square). b) Prove
that X is homeomorphi to the Mobius strip. (Hint: ut, rearrange and glue
again - just as in the previous exer ise.
5. Consider the triangle with " lo kwise orientation"(dened on the boundary
in the geometri -intuitive fashion, as in the pi ture below).
v1
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Go through all the permutations of the set {0, 1, 2} and show that even permutations preserve the lo kwise orientation, while odd permutations swit h
it to the ounter- lo kwise orientation.
6. Consider an ordered tetrahedron with verti es v0 , . . . , v3 . Draw all the pairs
of 2 dimensional fa es and make sure that 0-fa e and 2-fa e have the same
geometri orientation, 1-fa e and 3-fa e also have the same geometri orientation, while in all the other ases orientation is dierent (one lo kwise, the
other ounter- lo kwise).
7. Suppose K is a ∆- omplex. Dene its rst bary entri subdivision K (1) (as a
∆- omplex) by miming the denition for the simpli ial omplexes.
a) Show that K (1) is a ∆- omplex L that has the following property:
1)Every geometri al n-simplex of L has exa tly n + 1 verti es i.e. no verti es
of the same simplex are identied.
Show that if a ∆- omplex L has the property 1), all the hara teristi mappings of all simplex are bije tive.
b) Suppose L is a ∆- omplex that has property 1). Prove that its bary entri
subdivision L(1) has the property of a simpli ial omplex - the interse tion
of two geometri simpli es is either empty or a ommon fa e of both simpli es.
Con lude that every polyhedron of some ∆- omplex is a polyhedron of
some simpli ial omplex.
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Bonus points for the exer ises: 25% - 1 point, 40% - 2 points, 50% - 3 points,
60% - 4 points, 75% - 5 points.

